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Be vigilantly aware of new supply

(The views and opinions expressed in this blog are strictly those of the

author.)

Recently, the US lodging industry achieved a noteworthy milestone with the number of available rooms

surpassing five million. Lodging construction is increasing faster than residential, public, and broader private

non-residential construction growth. New supply makes individual hotel operators sensitive to raising their

room rates, even if they are at peak occupancy. With more than 65% of all US hotel construction over the

past two years in the limited-service upscale and upper-midscale segments, the superior value proposition

of new select service offerings is generally creating negative pressure on full service RevPAR growth.

Room additions are accelerating and at this juncture many of the nation’s submarkets have upwards of five

to 20 hotel projects which are either rumored, proposed, or under construction. While it is a tribute to the

strength of these markets that so many new hotel facilities are being considered for development, it is

evident that these markets would be devastatingly overbuilt if all of the rumored and proposed projects

actually came on line.

Economic, governmental and environment factors render the development of new hotels an intricate

process that depending on the lodging product type and/or location, can take anywhere from eighteen

months to several years to complete.  Developers compete with one another for prime sites, building

permits, zoning variances, brand affiliation, and construction mini perm financing.  Advantages rest with the

development team that completes its hotel first, since every addition to the market dilutes the existing

supply and diminishes the economic feasibility of succeeding projects, thus hindering additional

development. Overbuilt markets evolve when subsequent sponsors believe that too much time and/or

money have been invested into the various development phases and are unwilling to reevaluate  economic

feasibility or abort their project(s) altogether. 

Similar to where the market is today, during the mature phase of a lodging cycle similar those sponsors that

keep their heads in the sand may very well end up rudely awakened to a situation where the value of their

completed hotel is significantly less than the cost of development. Invariably many of these projects end up

becoming economically feasible for a second or possibly third owner whose financial basis in a deal is

meaningfully below that of the original developer.

http://www.hotelsmag.com/
http://www.hotelsmag.com/Industry/Blogs/Bio?forumId=779
http://www.hotelsmag.com/Industry/Blogs/Details/index2.html
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We face similar situation in India. Many people including leading global chains, went on a hotel

building spree thanks to the boom witnessed in 2006 to 2010 period. Then came the worst possible

downturn with occupancy as well as well as ARR taking a steep nosedive. The industry is yet to

recover from the shock. Many projects half built is abandoned with huge concrete structures

standing in ugly fashion being half built. There is an acute over supply of rooms in Bangalore and yet

the frenzy to build more is not dying. Private and stand alone players are ruined and are ripe for take

over.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 2015 | SUBRAMANIAN PALLAVOOR

SUBRAMANIAN: Many thanks for your commentary from India.
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Supply Chain
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And let's not underestimate the impact of Airbnb in the supply analysis. NHI.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 2015 | NICK ISRAEL

Many thanks for your commentary Nick.
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